
 
 

 
 

Jonah’s Restaurant & Boutique Hotel  
Winner Metropolitan Restaurant of the Year Deluxe Hotels Award  

at the TAA Awards for Excellence.  
 

 
 

Jonah's Restaurant and Boutique Hotel is thrilled to have won another award, being 
announced as Metropolitan Restaurant of the Year Deluxe Hotels Award at the 
Tourism Accommodation Australia NSW 2015 Awards for Excellence.  
 
More than 700 people celebrated at The Westin, Sydney for the industry gala which 
showcased the best of the tourism and accommodation industry. 
  
This year, a record 281 nominations from 67 top accommodation venues in NSW 
were received, across more than 30 award categories. 
 

"We are grateful for the recognition involved in award wins for Jonah's and we are 
thrilled to be among such wonderful fellow hotels and restaurants in the industry 
including Momofuku Seibo, Balla, Gowings Bar & Grill and Pei Modern to name a 
few, we were honoured to be named joint winner of this category with Park Hyatt, 
Sydney’s Dining Room”, says Jonah's General Manager, Mohan Deheragoda.    
 

Last week was a hugely successful week for Jonah's Restaurant and Boutique Hotel 
who took home best hotel restaurant wine list of the year at the 2015 Australia's 
Wine List of the Year Awards. 
 

Please direct all enquiries to Jonah's Marketing Manager, Kim Read:  
kim@jonahs.com.au / 02 9974 5599 
 
About Jonah’s  
 
Jonah’s is located just 50 minutes from Sydney. The property was originally built in 1929 by Constance Vidal as 
a roadhouse in the remote outskirts of the city. During this era, ‘modern day’ ladies and gentlemen would set 
off in their motorcars for a weekend excursion to Jonah’s. Today, guests visit Jonah’s as a retreat from Sydney, 
either driving or taking a seaplane to the iconic Whale Beach location to dine or stay.  

The Relais & Chateaux property offers breathtaking views across the Pacific Ocean from a collection of eleven 
well-appointed Ocean Retreat Rooms, as well as an inspired modern Australian restaurant experience. 
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